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I
HAVE an innate ability to
somehow squeeze my size
nines into my ginormous gob
on a regular basis; it is a
family thing, my dad does it

too, and my sister is better at it than
either of us.

Halfway through labour, just after
my wife had vomited for a third
time, I thought it the perfect
moment to ask her whether the
process was as painful as it is made
out to be.

Anyway, that brings me to
Listowel. It was September, 2015
and Jealika had just won a 47-65
handicap. We were on our way out
to the parade ring to grab a quote
from winning trainer Mark Fahey
when Pat Smullen passed by.

Given he flew home to finish
fourth on Avalanche after
completely missing the break, I felt
an irresistible urge to mutter
something on his way by.

“You were unlucky there, Pat,” was
what came out. No jibe intended. No
ulterior motive. No nothing. It is just
an incessant need of mine to always
say something, anything, when a
familiar face comes toward me.

Smullen stopped, stared at me for
a few seconds and then took
exception to the needless comment.
“What do you mean I was unlucky?
How was I unlucky? It’s not my
f***ing fault if the horse doesn’t want
to come out of the stalls, is it?”

A couple of races later there was a
knock on the press room door. I was
hiding in the corner with my tail
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firmly between my legs at the time,
trying to swallow my tongue. “Is
David Jennings there?” came the
request. It was Pat.

I knew all about Smullen the rider,
but that day I learned about Smullen
the man. He was champion jockey
nine times, but on this day I learned
he was an even better human being
than he was a horseman.

We sat down on the bench outside
and he proceeded to spend the next
five minutes apologising for what he
had said. He explained how I had
caught him at just the wrong time,
seconds after a debrief to bitterly
disappointed owners, and that he
snapped. He said it was no excuse.
He was wrong. It was a perfectly
legitimate excuse and you could
fully understand his frustrations.

Despite riding in the next race, he
took the time to ask how my job was
going, where I was living and how
all the family were doing. Indeed, he
even brought up an article I wrote a
few weeks previously during the
Galway races that he liked.

There was a kindness in Smullen’s

eyes when he looked at you. You
always got the impression he cared
and, judging by the tributes which
have poured in since his premature
passing on Tuesday night, it seems
he always did.

I had the pleasure of his company,
as well as wife Frances, at the Horse
Racing Ireland awards one year. It
was a dream draw for me, a terrible
one for them.

An undervalued trait in people is
the ability to make those in your
company feel comfortable and
Smullen had that in spades. Even if a
joke was not funny, he would laugh.
If a story went nowhere, he would
still smile. If he had no interest in a
conversation, he would ask
questions. You could have fitted his
ego in an eggcup.

When three of the races on
Champions Day were switched to
the inner hurdles course at Ascot
last year, a request was made to get
Smullen’s views on the decision
given he trialled the track with Ryan
Moore in 2016.

I won’t lie, given all he was going
through, I was apprehensive about

making the call. After all, Ascot
using their hurdle course for a
couple of Flat races was hardly top
of his agenda at the time. But, Pat
being Pat, he gave an in-depth
analysis of the decision, even
mentioning horses whom he felt the
switch might suit.

We all had an emotional
attachment to Pat since the crushing
news of his pancreatic cancer was
made public. Given how many races
he won which he shouldn’t have
done, we hoped and prayed this
would be another.

There is no explaining death,
though, and when it happens to
someone like Smullen it becomes
even more convoluted to
comprehend.

How can the jockey who was
always in the right place at the right
time now be in the wrong place at
the wrong time? How can the
gentleman who was always so
generous with his time be taken
from us so early? How can you get
your head around any of this?

You can’t. All you can do is try to
live your life the way Pat did.

‘Given howmany
races he won which
he shouldn’t have
done, we hoped and
prayed this would be
another’

T
HIS year has been a test of
patience in many ways
and in the riding ranks
none more so than for
amateur jockeys.

The Kim Muir in March marked the
final race solely for amateurs before
the sport’s shutdown and racing’s
resumption on the Flat in June
understandably did not include
contests for non-professionals due to
safety considerations in the Covid-19
climate.

A first amateur race was scheduled
for Ayr’s meeting early last month,
only for the fixture to be abandoned
after four races due to unsafe ground,
so six days later the amateurs were
under way at Lingfield.

A bumper at Market Rasen next
Saturday marks a first conditional-
amateur rider contest in the jumps
sphere, but the 12 races on the Flat
have been a fine advertisement for
the fantastic stories that amateur
events can produce.

The Lingfield race provided a
dream result for Cameron Hillhouse,
successful on his first ride aboard
Revolutionary Man and has since
took his record to two winners and
two thirds from five mounts, while
Matt Brown and Ellie Vaughan have
also enjoyed first winners.

Guy Mitchell made history at
Goodwood when becoming the first
jockey with one eye to win a race on
50-1 shot The Game Is On, and Becky
Smith sealed another poignant
success on Stormin Norman at
Catterick, named after the jockey’s
late father and owned by his friends.

Dual Amateur Derby hero C’est No
Mour returned to winning ways at
Newbury and most recently Bradley
Roberts celebrated victory at his
boyhood local track of Chester.

Epsom’s closure for all bar the
Derby/Oaks bonanza means the
Amateur Derby is a no-show, so this
year’s Flat highlight is the Close
Brothers-sponsored Amateur
Jockeys’ Cambridgeshire (5.35) at
Newmarket this evening.

The prize-money may be down 42
per cent but there is no doubting the
clamour for this race as it attracted
more entries for a handicap than all
bar the Ayr Gold/Silver Cup and one
Wolverhampton event on the day,
with 13 runners lining up.

Roberts and Stringybark Creek
reunite, Geranium bids to go one
better than last year under Serena
Brotherton and Emily Easterby looks to
have a good chance for her father Tim
on the progressive Phoenix Approach.

It may not be gracing ITV screens
but the Newmarket finale is certainly
worth a watch.
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Thank you to everyone, it’s
been a huge team effort
AS REPORTED by James Thomas
(September 16), Tuesday was a strange
day for me.

Wi th the bene f i t o f mode rn
technology, I was able to watch the
Goffs sale from my home on the Isle of
Man. I was proud to see how well the
horses were presented for sale but sad
to see such quality go.

This was a huge team effort and
there are many people I would like to
thank.

Firstly, I would like to thank the

trainers and all those involved in
getting the horses to the sales. They
did a super job.

The Goffs team were excellent and
very professional throughout. Henry
Beeby’s introduction to the sale was
greatly appreciated. A huge thank-you
to them.

I must thank my racing manager
Michael Meagher and David Minton
of Highflyer Bloodstock. Until a
couple of months ago they had no
idea that this sale was going to
happen, and they have been a tremen-
dous support to me. We still have
some nice horses to look forward to.

Obviously I would like to thank
everyone who bid and especially
those who were successful in buying
each horse. I wish the new owners the
very best of luck. I will watch their
progress with interest and cheer every
win.

Finally, thank you to the Racing Post
for its coverage.

Trevor Hemmings CVO
Owner

Let Luck light up racing
ONE of the best times for figuring out
who you are and what you really want

out of life? Right after a break-up.
I was all for a fresh team when ITV

won the rights for racing back in 2016.
However, the more you watch Nick

Luck on the racing channels the more
he has become an except ional
presenter and an excellent cultivator
of the racing broadcast garden.

With a range of hugely talented
presenters from terrestrial to cable TV,
he really does stand out.

Luck seems underutilised by racing
– what is the point of a sundial in the
shade?

Benjamin Newton
Ascot

Pat Smullen: the legendary jockey could always make people feel comfortable
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